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Creativity is expressed with e5
extraordinarily simple. endlessly versatile. exceptionally brilliant.

e5™ is the ideal go-anywhere, do-anything, furniture solution that aligns 

creativity with common sense. It’s the perfect complement to today’s open-

plan aesthetic, and a practical solution for private office plans. 

With remarkable storage solutions that fit neatly anywhere—from training 

rooms to break rooms, and every room in between—e5 is the highly 

resourceful and inspirational solution that makes easy work of desking.
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5 reasons 
e5™ is the easy solution.

1.  easy to install.  
Save both time and money with e5’s  
smart and uncomplicated design that 
installs in 30-40 percent less time than 
typical industry models.

2.  easy to power.  
e5’s patent-pending Technology Beltway™ 
allows power to seamlessly thread 
throughout any configuration, even  
after systems have been assembled – 
putting power within easy reach.

3.  easy to reconfigure.  
As needs change, e5 responds with 
common-sense components that offer 
abundant reconfiguration possibilities 
to reuse, rearrange, or reinvent your 
workspace.

4.  easy to specify.  
Selection and planning are trouble-free 
with e5’s logical and intuitive structure, 
along with minimal parts for installation, 
which makes specifying simple and fast.

5.  easy to afford.  
Impressive cost/feature ratio with superior 
technology integration, exceptional 
finishes, contemporary colored accents, 
and boundless storage options.
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expressive
Inspired environments begin with e5’s 
broad range of modular components, color, 
material, and finish options.  From overhead 
storage doors in vibrant contemporary 
colored glass, to 900+ laminate color and 
texture options, to colorful fabric selections 
for storage cushions and tack boards – users 
will have more control over both style and 
their space.

enterprising
e5 breaks down the barriers and builds 
up cost-savings by delivering optimum 
configurability options with three basic 
elements:  worksurfaces, storage, and power/
data solutions.  Realize a higher return on 
your investment with e5.

empowered
e5 offers easy-to-power innovation that 
the modern world demands.  Technology 
walls and beltways are available in a 
variety of 8-wire/4-circuit Power Kits that 
accommodate even the most tech-intensive 
environments.

expansive
Tackle storage challenges with a myriad of e5 
storage options that enhances productivity 
and the use of space, from overhead 
to freestanding, from layered height to 
surface supporting, allows near endless 
configurations. 


